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/e development of digital technology has been rapidly pushing forward collaborative innovation in supply chain. /is paper
analyzes the influence mechanism of information sharing, resource integration, and trustworthiness among the enterprises in
supply chain to collaborative innovation under the digitization background and builds themodel of dynamic evolutionary game in
which enterprises in supply chain participate collaborative innovation, and then, through the methods of model solution analysis
and numerical simulation the following concrete conclusions are reached: the increase of data sharing profit coefficient, resource
integration coefficient, and trustworthiness causes the increase of the probability that an enterprise selects to participate col-
laborative innovation in supply chain, and the increase of data sharing cost, security risk coefficient, and free rider income causes
the decrease of the probability that an enterprise selects to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain; meanwhile, the
increase of all the coefficients makes the velocity with which decision-making approaches to the direction toward decision higher
and higher, and when the core enterprises participate the game, they can drive the common enterprises make decision more
rapidly; and for the probability that an enterprise selects to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain, data sharing profit
coefficient, data sharing cost coefficient, security risk coefficient, and free rider income have threshold values. /ese conclusions
play active roles in leading enterprises to attach importance to digitization construction and actively participate collaborative
innovation in supply chain.

1. Introduction

In the wake of disseminating and applying the digital
technologies of big data, cloud computing, and artificial
intelligence, the modern society has been entering the
digitization era [1]. /e digital technology changed the basic
form of existing products, the mode of new products’
manufacturing procedure, and the business model and or-
ganization form, what is more, overturned the basic hy-
potheses of many innovation theories [2]. /e digitization
innovation of supply chain management has become an
important way for enterprises improving competitive ad-
vantage [3].

More and more enterprises have recognized the sig-
nificance of collaborative innovation in supply chain under
the digitization background. For instance, by using of

technology energization, JD launched the Kepler project to
promote data sharing and improve the collaborative ability
among the cooperative partners. /rough the supply chain
system driven by data, Handu Group integrated resources of
many small enterprises and with group system realized the
high-level collaboration and cooperation. By means of
various integrative digital technologies, Tader Coal built a
sharing system for the coal supply chain service so as to
enhance mutual trust and promote coal trade. With the help
of digital technology, all of these enterprises realized the
successful transition and collaboration innovation of en-
terprises by means of information sharing, resource inte-
gration, and enhancing trustworthiness. Also, there are a
number of famous successful enterprises such as Boeing,
Ford, Huawei, and Haier that hold overwhelming leads in
the innovation field by reason of the active practice of
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collaboration innovation together with both upstream and
downstream enterprises [4, 5].

Scholars have done much research on supply chain
collaboration, but there are not many literature works on
supply chain collaboration innovation. Since 1990s,
scholars and practitioners have been energetically pushing
forward collaboration under the background of supply
chain [6] and exploring the subjects of the concept of
collaboration on supply chain [7–9], the concrete action of
collaboration [10], influence factors of collaboration
[11, 12], the game between upstream and downstream in the
process of collaboration [13], and so on. Because the col-
laboration innovation is driven by the developments of the
integration of industry and technology [14], the demand of
wide-ranging stakeholder’s making value, attraction for
new market and consumer group, and response to new
business model, scholars began new exploration around
collaboration innovation in supply chain [15]. At present,
scholars have relatively studied the relationship between
data sharing and supply chain collaborative innovation, but
few in resource integration and trust. /e development in
information technology has promoted the communication
and real-time sharing of information among the members
of supply chain [16], data sharing can significantly influence
the performance of supply chain, and sharing future order
information with the supplier is more beneficial than
sharing only the future demand information, thus the
cooperative partners in supply chain share the information
of prediction and production plan, and the well coordi-
nation of business activities among enterprises is realized
[17]; therefore, the collaboration innovation promotes the
improvement of enterprises’ performance in many aspects
[18, 19]. In recent years, the scholars have been carrying on
the research centered on the collaboration in the pull supply
chain [20], the collaboration in supply chain in the big data
era [21], the collaboration in supply chain under the new
retail background [9], and so on. As the innovation process
itself could be influenced by digitization, scholars hold that
the accepted innovation theories are no longer suitable in
use [2, 22, 23] and under the background of digitization it is
necessary to find a new innovation theory. /ere are some
scholars who study the supply chain by the game theory.
/e relationships between sellers and buyers have been
modeled by non-cooperative and cooperative games [24].
Evolutionary dynamics has been adopted extensively to
locate the optimal and the most stable point offering the
best economic gains in the analysis of green supply chain
contracts between the producer and the retailer [25]. /ere
is a study that investigates the games between governments
and core enterprises in greening supply chains, and this
article analyzes their respective costs and benefits and
studies the evolutionary game model. Game analysis shows
that core enterprises’ costs and benefits to implement green
supply chain management as well as subsidies and penalties
from governments directly affect the game results [26].
However, the evolutionary game method has not been used
in the collaborative innovation of supply chain, and it has
not been studied in combination with the current digital
background.

Combining with the background of digitization era, this
paper researches the effects of information sharing, resource
integration, and trustworthiness by digital empowerment on
collaboration innovation in supply chain. In consideration
of the characteristics of the complexity and dynamics in
supply chain, the method of evolutionary game is applied to
research the question of system innovation in supply chain.
In the part of numerical simulation, when verifying re-
spectively the effect of the coefficients such as data sharing
profit coefficient, resource integration, and trustworthiness,
we considered whether the core enterprises’ participation
can produce different results of collaboration innovation.

/e structure arrangement of this paper is as follows: the
first part is introduction; the second part is to analyze the
mechanism of collaboration innovation in supply chain
under the digitization background; the third part puts
forward the basic hypotheses and a evolutionary game
theory model; the fourth part is to analyze the model’s
strategic stability; then, we start numerical simulation to
verify the statements; and last, we write the research con-
clusion and enlightenment.

2. Analysis of the Effect Mechanism of
Collaboration Innovation in Supply
Chain under the Digitization Background

Whether the two companies in the supply chain collaborate
to innovate is a game process. We take a total Internet group
of supply chain as a natural system, which is divided into two
subgroups randomly, and from each subgroup, we select
randomly an enterprise to make them pair up with each
other for playing the game several times. Each side of the
game selects the decision to participate collaboration in-
novation or selects the decision not to participate collabo-
ration innovation in supply chain. Based on the hypothesis
of bounded rational man, both sides always search for the
optimum strategy on the balance of income and cost.

/e collaboration innovation of enterprises pursues full
information sharing, mutual trustworthiness, and the real-
ization of benefit claim [27]. Firstly, collaboration innova-
tion in supply chain is based on information sharing.
Information sharing refers to the sharing of private infor-
mation owned by each participant in the supply chain.
Information sharing energizes enterprises to carry on col-
laboration innovation in the three aspects of data sharing,
technology sharing, and knowledge sharing [28]. /e
sharing of data, resource, and technology has great influence
on the realization of product innovation by collaboration in
supply chain [29]. Information sharing cannot be carried out
without the support of data resource since data technology
causes the progressive and disruptive innovation for col-
laboration in supply chain [30], and data sharing is the key
factor in the realization of collaboration in supply chain,
which can improve the performance of collaboration in-
novation in supply chain [31]. /e knowledge sharing is
processed in a deep level on the basis of data and technology
and shapes into the sharing form for direct use easily, so as to
energize enterprises with high efficiency for realization of
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collaboration innovation [32]. /e income quantity depends
on the ability of turning information into income and the
quantity of shared information, i.e., the greater the quantity
of shared information, the more beneficial to enterprises
obtaining more comprehensive information and improving
the acuity of supply chain [33], and then improving the
income of supply chain. /e two-way information flow is of
benefit to the improvement of the performance in collab-
oration innovation [34]. In the context of digitalization, the
most obvious manifestation is that data expand the infor-
mation sharing from all aspects than that develop in the
information age, so data sharing is more suitable for the
current development environment than information shar-
ing. /erefore, the income coefficient of data sharing can be
introduced to express an enterprise’s ability of turning data
into income. Meanwhile, data sharing needs to pay cost, so
the cost has become an important factor in restricting the
data sharing among enterprises. /e core enterprises play
leading and overall planning roles that make supply chain
run with high efficiency, so that the channel cost and time
cost produced in the process of data sharing can be reduced
[35]. Besides, data leakage in the process of data sharing
caused by the poor work of information protection makes
the collaborative side take the security risk of being imitated
and copied and then makes the income of innovation de-
creased [34], and therefore, it is necessary to analyze the
influence of security risk during collaborative innovation in
supply chain.

Secondly, collaboration innovation in supply chain al-
ways manifests itself as a process of resource integration.
Resource integration is mainly to integrate the resources
owned by each participant in the supply chain in order to
achieve high efficiency. Resource integration can produce
the resource beaming effect, that is, the efficiency of using a
large number of resources integrated is higher than the
efficiency of using a kind of resource alone [36]. For the
similar resources, the scale economy is applied for reducing
cost and increasing income; for the complementary re-
sources, the scope economy is applied for raising collabo-
ration income as well as giving full play to the resource
collaboration effect [37], briefly, both of them can likewise
lead to success [38]. /e digital resource collaboration
among enterprises is of benefit to the integration of all
existing logistics resources and customer resources of co-
operation partners in the supply chain [39], who improve the
efficiency of supply chain through standardization con-
struction, centralized purchase, and supplier management
[40, 41], as well as gain continuous income through the
integration of the relationship between suppliers and cus-
tomers [42]. /e ability of resource integration is indicated
with resource integration coefficient, so it can be found that
the bigger the coefficient is, the higher the collaborative
innovation income gains, and when the core enterprises
exist, their resource integration ability is stronger than that
of common enterprises.

Finally, as a main factor [43] that restricts cooperation
intensity, trustworthiness is the core of cooperation inno-
vation ability [44]./e higher is the degree of reciprocity and
the stronger is the relationship among partners in the supply

chain, the higher is the mutual trustworthiness. Digitization
improves the degree of open and transparence of infor-
mation and relieves the pressure of information asymmetry,
as a result, enterprises obtain more smooth communication
than before through explaining energization [45]. It is im-
portant to communicate in time for resolution of disputes
and reach an identical opinion, and it is beneficial to the
common strategy decision and collaborative innovation
among enterprises, also, in the aspect of enterprise cost
input, the improvement is achieved [46]. /e direct and
efficient communication can enhance the exchange effi-
ciency [47], and the produced trustworthiness can increase
the collaborative innovation performance [46]. Among
enterprises, the higher is the trustworthiness, the higher is
the desire for sharing information; what is more, in order to
overcome the obstacle of information communication sys-
tem, enterprises may invest again to reform their inner
information system [48].

3. Basic Hypothesis and Modeling

3.1. Basic Hypothesis

Hypothesis 1. In a certain supply chain, we take an
enterprise as a natural system and divide it into group 1
and group 2. Each group has several enterprises and all
of them are bounded rationality. Every enterprise can
have two decisions, i.e., selecting to participate or not to
participate collaboration innovation in supply chain, so
the strategy set of enterprise is {to participate collab-
oration innovation in supply chain (be simplified as
“participation strategy”), not to participate collabora-
tion innovation in supply chain (be simplified as “no
participation strategy”)}. In the game process, if an
enterprise in this round game do not find that the profit
of those enterprises participated collaboration inno-
vation in supply chain is lower than the profit of those
enterprises not participated collaboration innovation in
supply chain, this enterprise will select to participate
collaboration innovation in supply chain in the next
round of game; in reverse, if the profit of an enterprise
who did not participate collaboration innovation in
supply chain is higher than the profit of those enter-
prises participated collaboration innovation in supply
chain, still, this enterprise will not select to participate
collaboration innovation in supply chain.
Hypothesis 2: When the two enterprises select “par-
ticipation strategy,” the collaboration effect first arises
and the basis income Ri

1 (i � A, B) is obtained, which is
greater than the communication collaboration cost
among enterprises. After that, because product inno-
vation and business model innovation bring the en-
terprises the collaboration innovation income and in
the process of collaboration innovation there are in-
fluence of the factors of information sharing, trust-
worthiness, and resource integration, the information
quantity Pi (i � A, B), the data sharing profit coefficient
αi (i � A, B), the data sharing cost coefficient
βi (i � A, B), and the security risk coefficient ci (i �
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A, B) are introduced. In the aspect of trustworthiness,
the trustworthiness coefficient εAB is introduced, and
we assume that when enterprises totally distrust each
other the communication collaboration cost, which
should be paid is C0, obviously, the more is εAB, the
more is the decrease in the amplitude of collaboration
cost, and therefore, 1 − εAB can indicate the decrease
proportion of communication cost. In the influence of
resource integration, the resource integration ability
coefficient δi (i � A, B) and extra income Ri

2 (i � A, B)

of resource integration are introduced, and we assume
that in the process of resource integration the cost of
input in the platform or standardization construction is
Ci
1 (i � A, B).

Hypothesis 3: In the game, when one side of enterprises
selects the “participation strategy” and the other one
selects the “no participation strategy,” as for the en-
terprises not participated, the free rider behavior is
inevitable, so we assume that the income from free rider
is Ri

3 (i � A, B). Because the two sides do not reach
cooperation, the side that selected to participate cannot
obtain collaborative innovation income; in the

meantime, we assume that when the two enterprises do
not reach cooperation, the equally shared collaboration
cost is C0, that is, the collaboration cost of each en-
terprise is (1/2)C0(Ri

3 > (1/2)C0).
Hypothesis 4: When the two enterprises select the “no
participation strategy,” each side of them just obtains
existing income Ri

0 (i � A, B).
Hypothesis 5: /e probabilities that the two enterprises
A and B select to participate collaborative innovation in
supply chain are x and y, and the probabilities that the
two enterprises select not to participate collaborative
innovation in supply chain are 1 − x and 1 − y, and
x, y ∈ [0, 1]; all of them are the function of time t.

3.2. Evolutionary GameModeling. According to the strategy
selection, the income matrix of 4 kinds of selections is listed
in Table 1.

According to the game payoff matrix and evolutionary
game theory, when the enterpriseA selects the “participation
strategy,” its income is

EA1 � y R
A
0 + R

A
1 −

1
2

1 − εAB( C0 + δA R
A
2 − C

A
1  + αA − βA − cA( PA  +(1 − y) R

A
0 −

1
2
C0 . (1)

When the enterprise A selects the “no participation
strategy,” its income is

EA2 � y R
A
0 + R

A
3 −

1
2
C0  +(1 − y) RA. (2)

So, the average income of enterprise A is

EA � xEA1 +(1 − x) EA2. (3)

When the enterprise B selects the “participation strat-
egy,” its income is

EB1 � x R
B
0 + R

B
1 −

1
2

1 − εAB( C0 + δB R
B
2 − C

B
1  + αB − βB − cB( PB  +(1 − x) R

B
0 −

1
2
C0 . (4)

When the enterprise B selects the “no participation
strategy,” its income is

EB2 � x R
B
0 + R

B
3 −

1
2
C0  +(1 − x) RB. (5)

So, the average income of enterprise B is

EB � yEB1 +(1 − y) EB2. (6)

We solve the replicated dynamic equation:
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F(x) �
dx

dt
� x EA1 − EA(  �

x(1 − x) y R
A
1 −

1
2

1 − εAB( C0 + δA R
A
2 − C

A
1  + αA − βA − cA( PA − R

A
3 + C0  −

1
2

C0 ,

F(y) �
dy

dt
� y EB1 − EB(  �

y(1 − y) x R
B
1 −

1
2

1 − εAB( C0 + δB R
B
2 − C

B
1  + αB − βB − cB( PB − R

B
3 + C0  −

1
2
C0 .

(7)

4. Analysis of Evolutionary Game Model

4.1. Analysis of Strategic Stability of the Enterprise A.
When F(x∗) � (dx/dt) � 0, x∗ is the stable point of this
replicated dynamic equation. And when F(x∗) � 0 and

F′(x∗)< 0, x∗ is the stability strategy of this evolutionary
game.

From F(x) � 0, we get

x
∗

� 0,

x
∗

� 1,

y
∗

�
(1/2) C0

R
A
1 − (1/2) 1 − εAB( C0 + δA R

A
2 − C

A
1  + αA − βA − cA( PA − R

A
3 + C0

�
C0

2ρ1
.

(8)

Here,

ρ1 � R
A
1 −

1
2

1 − εAB( C0 + δA R
A
2 − C

A
1  + αA − βA − cA( PA − R

A
3 + C0. (9)

Analyzing F′(x) � (1 − 2x)[ρ1y − (1/2)C0], we get the
following conclusions:

(1) When ρ1 < (1/2)C0, F′(x∗ � 0)< 0; therefore, x∗ � 0
is the stability strategy of enterprise A, i.e., the en-
terprise A is inclined not to participate innovation in
supply chain. /e phase graph is shown in Figure 1.

(2) When ρ1 > (1/2)C0, y<y∗, then F′(x∗ � 0)< 0;
therefore, x∗ � 0 is the evolutionary stability strategy

of enterprise A. When y>y∗, then F′(x∗ � 1)< 0;
therefore, x∗ � 1 is the evolutionary stability strategy
of enterprise A, i.e., the enterprise A selects to
participate innovation in supply chain. /e phase
graph is shown in Figure 2.

4.2. Analysis of Strategic Stability of the Enterprise B.
From F(y) � 0, we get

Table 1: Payoff matrix for both sides of the game.

Income B
Participation (y) No participation (1 − y)

A
Participation (x)

A: RA
0 + RA

1 − 1
2 (1 − εAB)C0 + δA(RA

2 − CA
1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA A: RA

0 − (1/2)C0
B: RB

0 + RB
1 − 1

2 (1 − εAB)C0 + δB(RB
2 − CB

1 ) + (αB − βB − cB)PB B: RB
0 + RB

3 − (1/2)C0

No participation (1 − x)
A: RA

0 + RA
3 − (1/2)C0 A: RA

0
B: RB

0 − (1/2)C0 B: RB
0
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y
∗

� 0,

y
∗

� 1,

x
∗

�
(1/2) C0

R
B
1 − (1/2) 1 − εAB( C0 + δB R

B
2 − C

B
1  + αB − βB − cB( PB − R

B
3 + C0

�
C0

2ρ2
.

(10)

Here,

ρ2 � R
B
1 −

1
2

1 − εAB( C0 + δB R
B
2 − C

B
1  + αB − βB − cB( PB − R

B
3 + C0. (11)

Analyzing F′(y) � (1 − 2y)[ρ2x − (1/2)C0], we get the
following conclusions:

(1) When ρ2 < (1/2)C0, F′(y∗ � 0)< 0; therefore, y∗ � 0
is the evolutionary stability strategy of enterprise B,
i.e., the enterprise B is inclined not to participate
innovation in supply chain. /e phase graph is
shown in Figure 3.

(2) When ρ2 > (1/2)C0, x< x∗, then F′(y∗ � 0)< 0;
therefore, y∗ � 0 is the evolutionary stability strategy
of enterprise B. When x> x∗, then F′(y∗ � 1)< 0;
therefore, y∗ � 1 is the evolutionary stability strategy
of enterprise B, i.e., the enterprise B selects to par-
ticipate innovation in supply chain. /e phase graph
is shown in Figure 4.

4.3. Analysis of Strategic Stability of Both Sides of Game.
Combining F(x) and F(y), compose a dynamic system in
which both sides of the enterpriseA and the enterprise B play
game, i.e., formula (12).

F(x) �
dx

dt
� x EA1 − EaA(  � x(1 − x) ρ1y −

1
2

C0 

F(y) �
dy

dt
� y EB1 − EB(  � y(1 − y) ρ2x −

1
2
C0 

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭

.

(12)

Set F(x) � 0, F(y) � 0, we find equilibrium points
A(0, 1), C(1, 0), B(1, 1), G(x∗, y∗), in which

x
∗

�
(1/2) C0

R
B
1 − (1/2) 1 − εAB( C0 + δB R

B
2 − C

B
1  + αB − βB − cB( PB − R

B
3 + C0

�
C0

2ρ2
,

y
∗

�
(1/2) C0

R
A
1 − (1/2) 1 − εAB( C0 + δA R

A
2 − C

A
1  + αA − βA − cA( PA − R

A
3 + C0

�
C0

2ρ1
.

(13)

/e Jacobian matrix of this system is

0 1

dx/dt

Figure 1: /e replicated dynamic phase graph when ρ1 < (1/2)C0.

dx/dt

0 1 xx∗

Figure 2: /e replicated dynamic phase graph when ρ1 > (1/2)C0.
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J �

(1 − 2x) yρ1 −
1
2

C0  x(1 − x)ρ1

y(1 − y)ρ2 (1 − 2y) xρ2 −
1
2
C0 

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
.

(14)

/e determinant of Jacobian matrix is

Det J � (1 − 2x) ρ1y −
1
2
C0 (1 − 2y) ρ2x −

1
2
C0 

− x(1 − x)y(1 − y)ρ1ρ2.
(15)

/e trace of Jacobian matrix is

Tr J � (1 − 2x) ρ1y −
1
2
C0  +(1 − 2y) ρ2x −

1
2
C0 .

(16)

/e collaborative innovation income obtained when
both enterprises select the “participation strategy” is greater
than that obtained when only one enterprise participates,
and the income from free rider can be calculated with the
expression about ρ1 (9) and the expression about ρ2 (11),
ρ1 > 0, ρ2 > 0; therefore, the correlation properties of these
five equilibrium points can be calculated with expression
(15) and expression (16), i.e., the trace of Jacobianmatrix, the
sign of determinant, and the stability of results are shown in
Table 2.

Table 2 shows that among the five equilibrium points,
point O(0, 0) and point C(1, 1) satisfy the condition of
Det J> 0,Tr J< 0. /ey are evolutionary stable points and
correspond, respectively, to the evolutionary game strategy
{not to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain,
not to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain}
and {to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain,
to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain}.

Point A(0, 1) and point B(1, 0) are unstable points,
G(x∗, y∗) is the critical point, namely the saddle point, and
the polygonal line of the three points converge to the
evolutionary stable points O(0, 0) andC(1, 1). Based on the
analysis of the stability of evolutionary game, the evolution
phase graph of the enterprises in supply chain participating
collaborative innovation in supply chain is drawn, which
delineates the dynamic evolutionary process, as shown in
Figure 5. As for the enterprises in supply chain, whether to
select to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain
chiefly is dependent upon the comparison between the total
gained income and paid cost; therefore, the income and
payoff matrix concerning enterprises participating collab-
orative innovation in supply chain and variation of every
coefficient will influence the selection of strategy and finally
converge to the corresponding equilibrium point.

/e selection of strategy by both sides of game correlates
with the area of quadrangle AOBG and quadrangle ACBG.
/e quadrangle AOBG indicates the probability that both
sides select “no participation strategy.” /e quadrangle
AOBG indicates the probability that both sides select
“participation strategy,” and the sum of the two parties is 1.
Let S indicate the area of quadrangle AOBG, and expression
(17) shows S. To analyze the factors that influence the
variation of area, the evolutionary direction of system can be
inferred.

S � SOGB + SOGA �
1
2

x
∗

+ y
∗

(  �
1
2

C0

2ρ2
+

C0

2ρ1
  �

1
4

C0

ρ2
+

C0

ρ1
  �

1
4

C0

R
B
1 − (1/2) 1 − εAB( C0 + δB R

B
2 − C

B
1  + αB − βB − cB( PB − R

B
3 + C0

+
C0

R
A
1 − (1/2) 1 − εAB( C0 + δA R

A
2 − C

A
1  + αA − βA − cA( PA − R

A
3 + C0

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠.

(17)

0 1

dy/dt

Figure 3: /e replicated dynamic phase graph when ρ2 < (1/2)C0.

dy/dt

0 1 yy∗

Figure 4: /e replicated dynamic phase graph when ρ2 > (1/2)C0.

Table 2: Analysis of stability of local equilibrium points.

Equilibrium points Det J′s Sign Tr J′s Sign Result
O(0, 0) + − ESS
A(0, 1) + + Instability
B(1, 0) + + Instability
C(1, 1) + − ESS
G(x∗, y∗) − 0 Saddle point
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Statement 1. /e increase of data sharing profit coefficient
improves the probability of an enterprise selecting to par-
ticipate collaborative innovation in supply chain, and the
velocity of approaching to the decision direction becomes
higher and higher.

Proof. According to (zS/zαA) � (− P1C0/4(RA
1 − (1/2)(1 −

εAB)C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA) PA − RA
3 + C0)

2)

< 0, similarly, (zS/zαB)< 0, it will be found that related to αi,
S appears monotone progressive decrease. It shows that with
the increase of the income coefficient of data sharing, the
saddle point Gmoves to point (0, 0), and the system evolves
toward (1, 1); the probability of an enterprise selecting
“participation strategy” increases, and both sides of game
tend to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain
at the same time. /e bigger is the data sharing profit co-
efficient, the stronger is the capacity that the shared infor-
mation generates income; therefore, the increase of the data
sharing profit coefficient makes an enterprise gain more
income and urges an enterprise to participate collaborative
innovation in supply chain.

According to (z2S/zα2A) � (2P2
1C0/4(RA

1 − (1/2)(1 −

εAB)C0+ δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA − RA
3 + C0)

3)>
0, similarly, (z2S/zα2B)> 0, it will be found that with the
increase of the income coefficient of data sharing, the
velocity of an enterprise selecting the final strategy becomes
higher and higher. /e bigger the data sharing profit co-
efficient is, the more collaborative innovation income an
enterprise gains, and therefore, the time of making decision
becomes less, that is, the velocity becomes higher and
higher.

Statement 2. /e increase of cost coefficient of data sharing
makes the probability of an enterprise selecting to participate
collaborative innovation in supply chain decrease, and the
velocity of approaching to the decision direction becomes
higher and higher.

Proof. According to(zS/zβA) � (P1C0/4(RA
1 − (1/ 2)(1 −

εAB)C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA− cA)PA − RA
3 + C0)

2)>

0, similarly, (zS/zβB)> 0, it will be found that related to βi, S
appears monotone progressive increase. It shows that with
the increase of the cost coefficient of information sharing,
the saddle point G moves to point (1, 1), and the system
evolves toward (0, 0); the probability of an enterprise selects
“no participation strategy” increases, and both sides of game
approach to not participating collaborative innovation in
supply chain. /e higher is the cost of information sharing,
the lower is the desire of an enterprise participating col-
laborative innovation in supply chain, and if the cost of data
sharing of an enterprise is too high, the enterprise will select
directly not to participate collaborative innovation in supply
chain; therefore, the cost of data sharing hinders the decision
of an enterprise participating collaborative innovation in
supply chain.

According to(z2S/zβ2A) � (P2
1C0/2(RA

1 − (1/2)(1 − εAB)

C0 + δA (RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA − RA
3 + C0)

3)> 0,
similarly, (z2S/zβ2B)> 0, it will be found that with the in-
crease of the cost coefficient of data sharing, the velocity of
an enterprise selecting the final strategy becomes higher and
higher. /e bigger the data sharing cost coefficient is, the
more the cost an enterprise must pay; in order to reduce cost
investment, the time of making decision should be reduced,
that is to say, the velocity becomes higher and higher.

Statement 3. /e increase of security risk coefficient makes
the probability of an enterprise selecting to participate
collaborative innovation in supply chain decrease, and the
velocity of approaching to the decision direction becomes
higher and higher.

Proof. According to (zS/zcA) � (P1C0/4 (RA
1 − (1/2)(1 −

εAB) C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA − RA
3 + C0)

2)

> 0, similarly, (zS/zcB)> 0, it will be found that related to ci,
S appears monotone progressive increase. It shows that with
the increase of the security risk coefficient, the saddle pointG
moves to point (1, 1), and the system evolves toward (0, 0);
the probability of an enterprise selects “no participation
strategy” increases, and both sides of game approach to not
to participate collaborative innovation in supply chain. In
the process of information sharing, the security risk brings
the risk of information leakage to enterprises; therefore, in
face of risk an enterprise always shows an evasive state.

According to (z2S/zc2A) � (2P2
1C0/4(RA

1 − (1/2)(1 −

εAB) C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA − RA
3 + C0)

3)

> 0, similarly, (z2S/zc2
B)> 0, it will be found that with the

increase of the security risk coefficient, the velocity of an
enterprise selecting the final strategy becomes higher and
higher. /e bigger the security risk coefficient is, the greater
the risk an enterprise faces up to, and on this condition, the
enterprise will select not to participate more rapidly and
clearly.

Statement 4. /e increase of resource integration coefficient
makes the probability of an enterprise selecting to participate
collaborative innovation in supply chain increase, and the
velocity of approaching to the decision direction becomes
higher and higher.

B (1,0)
O (0,0)

A (0,1) C (1,1)

G (x∗, y∗)

Figure 5: Phase graph of evolutionary game of enterprises par-
ticipating collaborative innovation in supply chain.
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Proof. According to (zS/zδA) � (− (RA
3 − C1)C0/4(RA

1
− (1/2) (1 − εAB)C0 + δA(RA

2 − CA
1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA −

RA
3 +C0)

2)< 0, similarly, (zS/zδB)< 0, it will be found that
related to δi, S appears monotone progressive decrease. It
shows that with the increase of the resource integration
coefficient, the saddle point G moves to point (0, 0), and the
system evolves toward (1, 1); the probability of an enterprise
selects “participation strategy” increases, and both sides of
game tend to participate the cooperation of collaborative
innovation in supply chain. /e capacity of resource inte-
gration includes the capacity for an enterprise to integrate
with the logistics resource and customer resource in supply
chain and the capacity of supplier’s management. Enter-
prises reduce operation cost and improve logistics efficiency
through standardization construction and centralized pur-
chase mode. /erefore, the improvement of the capacity of
source integration can make enterprises approach to par-
ticipate in supply chain collaborative innovation.

According to (z2S/zδ2A) � (2(RA
3 − C1)

2C0/4(RA
1 −

(1/2) (1 − εAB)C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA −

RA
3 + C0)

3)> 0, similarly, (z2S/zδ2B)> 0, it will be found that
with the increase of the source integration coefficient, the
velocity of an enterprise selecting the final strategy becomes
higher and higher. /e bigger the source integration coef-
ficient is, the more the income an enterprise gains in the
process of source integration; therefore, the enterprise will
select participating cooperation quickly.

Statement 5. /e increase of trustworthiness makes the
probability of an enterprise selecting to participate collab-
orative innovation in supply chain increase, and the velocity
of approaching to the decision direction becomes higher and
higher.

Proof. According to (zS/zεAB) � ((− (1/2)C2
0)/4(RA

1 − (1/2)

(1 − εAB) C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA − RA
3 +

C0)
2)< 0, it will be found that S appears monotone pro-

gressive decrease related to εAB. It shows that with the in-
crease of the trustworthiness, the saddle point G moves to
point (0, 0), and the system evolves toward (1, 1); the
probability of enterprises selecting “participation strategy”
increases, and both sides of game approach to participate the
cooperation of collaborative innovation in supply chain. /e
higher the trustworthiness is, the less the cost an enterprise
pays in supplier management, and the higher is the desire to
share information with each other, correspondingly, the
communication cost is decreased; what is more, in order to
overcome the obstacle of information communication sys-
tem, an enterprise may invest again to reform its inner
information system, and the effect of trustworthiness of one
enterprise will win the trustworthiness from the other en-
terprise as well, as a result, more enterprises are absorbed in
supply chain and the innovation within a greater extent is
launched. /erefore, the enhancement of the trustworthi-
ness among enterprises is beneficial to carrying on collab-
orative innovation in supply chain with high efficiency.

According to (z2S/zε2AB) � ((1/2)C3
0/4(RA

1 − (1/2)(1 −

εAB) C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA − RA
3 + C0)

3)

> 0, it will be found that with the increase of the

trustworthiness, the velocity of an enterprise selecting the
final strategy becomes higher and higher. /e higher the
trustworthiness is, the better the ability of cooperation
among enterprises is, and communication becomes better
and faster, as a result, enterprises gain more income, and
therefore, enterprises will select to participate quickly.

Statement 6. /e increase of free rider income makes the
probability of an enterprise selecting to participate collab-
orative innovation in supply chain decrease, and the velocity
of approaching to the decision direction becomes higher and
higher.

Proof. According to (zS/zRA
3 ) � (C0/4(RA

1 − (1/2)(1 −

εAB) C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA − RA
3 + C0)

2)

> 0, similarly, (zS/zRB
3 )> 0, it will be found that S appears

monotone progressive increase related to R3. It shows that
with the increase of the trustworthiness, the saddle point G
moves to point (1, 1), and the system evolves toward (0, 0);
the probability of enterprises selecting “participation strat-
egy” decreases, and both sides of game approach to not to
participate the cooperation of collaborative innovation in
supply chain. Enterprises always start from maximizing
profits. /erefore, when free rider income increases, en-
terprises will select free rider income that can be obtained
without paying any cost and therefore will not participate in
supply chain collaborative innovation.

According to (z2S/zRA2

3 ) � ((1/2)C3
0/4(RA

1 − (1/2) (1 −

εAB) C0 + δA(RA
2 − CA

1 ) + (αA − βA − cA)PA − RA
3 + C0)

3)

> 0, similarly, (z2S/zRB2

3 )> 0, it will be found that with the
increase of the free rider income, the velocity of an enterprise
selecting the final strategy becomes higher and higher; the
higher the free rider income is, the more the income an
enterprise obtains without any cost, and therefore, an en-
terprise will firmly select the “no participation” strategy and
make decision in less time.

5. Numerical Simulation

Because there are several enterprises in the supply chain,
and in every network of supply chain, there are core en-
terprises and common enterprises, and furthermore, the
collaborative innovation among enterprises may take place
between core enterprises and common enterprise as well as
between common enterprises, in order to observe com-
prehensively the different game evolution among every sort
of enterprise, we select one core enterprise and two
common enterprises to conduct simulation. We assume
enterpriseA is a core enterprise, enterprise B and enterprise
C are common enterprises and select numbers for them,
considered that the capacity of the core enterprise is better
than the common enterprise, we let the parameter value
corresponding to enterprise A is bigger than those corre-
sponding to enterprise B and enterprise C; the parameter
values of common enterprises B and C are approximate,
and we let the parameter value of enterprise B is slightly
bigger than that of enterprise C. /en we pair enterprise A
with enterprise B and pair enterprise B with enterprise C to
conduct simulation game, in order to verify the correctness
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of statements and analyze if the participation of the core
enterprises has different influence on collaborative inno-
vation in supply chain. Simulation parameter valuation is
shown in Table 3.

Substituting the number into the replicated dynamic
equation (12), we obtain the replicated dynamic equation of
game between enterprise A and enterprise B:

dx

dt
� x(1 − x)(12.4y − 1),

dy

dt
� y(1 − y)(4.4x − 1).

(18)

/e replicated dynamic equation of game between en-
terprise B and enterprise C:

dx

dt
� x(1 − x)(3.7y − 1),

dy

dt
� y(1 − y)(4.4x − 1).

(19)

5.1.2e Influence of the Income Coefficient αi on the Results of
Both Game Sides Evolution. Under the condition that the
other factors will not be changed, we analyze the influence of
the change in simulation αi on the enterprises A, B, and C.
When αi takes the values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, we get the
results shown in Figure 6–9, and Statement 1 gets verified.

From Figures 6 and 7, it can be found that when core
enterprises and common enterprises conduct collaborative
innovation, no matter what value αi takes, enterprise B will
select “participation strategy.” When αA ≤ 0.2, the core
enterprise A will select “no participation strategy,” and only
when the information coefficient is relatively big, it will
select “participation strategy.” /e appearance of this
threshold value tallies with the actual situation. /e core
enterprise always has ambitious aim and undertakes a lot of
work such as construction of digital platform, which de-
mand a high investment. As for the fixed cost, if the pre-
dicted data sharing income is relatively low, enterprises will
not select participating collaborative innovation in supply
chain, and if the predicted data sharing income increased,
they will naturally select “participation strategy.” /e
common characteristic of both enterprises A and B is that
with the progressive increase of data sharing profit coeffi-
cient, the velocity of the probability of “participation
strategy” approaching 1 becomes higher and higher, which
indicates that enterprises tend to select to participate supply
innovation comparatively.

From Figures 8 and 9, it can be found that when the two
enterprises A and B participate collaborative innovation,

Table 3: Simulation parameter valuation.

i Ri
0 Ri

1 Ri
2 Ri

3 Ci
1 C0 Pi αi βi ci δi εij

A 6 5 12 4 2 2 20 0.8 0.4 0.2 0.6
εAB � εCB � 0.4B 5 3 6 3 1 2 10 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.4

C 4 2.5 4.5 2 0.5 2 10 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2
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Figure 6: Influence of αA on the core enterprise A.
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Figure 7: Influence of αB on the common enterprise B.
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Figure 8: Influence of αC on the common enterprise C.
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both of them make a completely similar selection that ap-
proaches to “participation strategy.” With the increase of the
income coefficient of information sharing, the velocity of the
probability of “participation strategy” approaching 1 be-
comes higher and higher. As for the velocity of the prob-
ability of “participation strategy” approaching 1, enterprise
C is faster than enterprise B, maybe it is because that the base
of enterprise C is slightly worse compared with enterprise B
and, in the aspects of digital technology and information
technology, it has not much advantage in itself and it selects
cooperation quickly in order to promote its growth and
increase of income.

Comparing the displays of enterprise B under the two
conditions, no matter if there are core enterprises, it will
select participating collaborative innovation in supply chain.
When there are core enterprises, the velocity of the prob-
ability of “participation strategy” approaching 1 is higher
than that in the condition without core enterprises. Maybe it
is because that the core enterprise whose capacity of digi-
tization technology is strong in itself, possesses more in-
formation, and can lead the cooperative enterprises to turn
the advantage of data sharing into income so as to promote
collaborative innovation in supply chain, and the desire of
common enterprises to select “participation strategy” be-
comes more obvious. Yet, when both sides are common
enterprises, their information quantity and information
capacity in themselves are poor, and the income produced in
data sharing is less, and therefore, the enterprises may select
“participation strategy” slowly.

5.2. 2e Influence of Cost Coefficient βi on the Results of Both
Game Sides Evolution. Under the condition that the other
factors will not be changed, the influence of the change in
simulation βi on the enterprises A, B, and C is analyzed.
When βi takes the values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, the evo-
lution results shown in Figures 10–13 are obtained, and the
numerical simulation verifies Statement 2; also, it has been
found, when the enterprises B and C select the strategy, there
is a threshold value of βi.

From Figures 10 and 11, it can be found that when
enterprise A and enterprise B play game concerning

collaborative innovation in supply chain, against different
cost coefficients of information sharing, the core enterprise
A will select participating collaborative innovation in supply
chain, while the common enterprise Bwill weigh the value of
cost coefficient. When the cost coefficient is relatively big,
the common enterprises will select “participation strategy,”
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Figure 9: Influence of αB on the common enterprise B.
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Figure 10: Influence of βA on the core enterprise A.
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Figure 11: Influence of βB on the common enterprise B.
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Figure 12: Influence of βC on the common enterprise C.
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and with the increase of the cost coefficient of information
sharing, the velocity of enterprises approaching selection of
“no participation strategy” becomes higher and higher.
When the cost of data sharing is low, the common enter-
prises will select to participate collaborative innovation in
supply chain, and with the decrease of the cost coefficient of
information sharing, the velocity of enterprises approaching
selection of “participation strategy” becomes higher and
higher. /is is entirely consistent with the practice in which
the core enterprises have great confidence in the future
income; meanwhile, the sensitivity for cost of the common
enterprise is higher than that of the core enterprise.

From Figures 12 and 13, it can be found that when the
two common enterprises B and C play the game, for the
decision of enterprise, there is a threshold value; when βi is
small, enterprises will select “participation strategy,” and
with the increase of βi, all enterprises will select “no par-
ticipation strategy,” between the enterprises the threshold
value of enterprise C is less than that of enterprise B. By
analyzing the reason, we know: the cost sensitivity of the two
enterprises is high, and the cost affordability for enterprise C
is poorer than that for enterprise B, so the threshold value,
which influences decision, becomes low and the velocity of
making decision becomes high, so only if it is thought that
the income of data sharing can offset the paid cost, the two
enterprises will select “participation strategy.”

Comparing Figures 11 and 13, we can find that for en-
terprise B the threshold value and the tendency of selection
have little change, but when playing the game with a core
enterprise, it will make decisionmore rapidly. It indicates that
for the common enterprises selecting “participation strategy,”
the cost of data sharing is a very big threshold and the amount
of cost directly influences the selecting direction; in addition,
there is a big gap between the common enterprises and the
core enterprise, the sharp contrast makes enterprise B to do
comparison and resolution more easily, and therefore, it will
make decision more rapidly.

5.3.2eInfluenceofSecurityRiskCoefficientci on theResults of
Both Game Sides Evolution. Under the condition that the
other factors will not be changed, the influence of the change

in simulation ci on the enterprises A, B, and C selecting
strategy is analyzed. When ci takes the values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6,
and 0.8, the evolution results shown in Figures 14–17 are
obtained, and the results of numerical simulation verify
Statement 3; also, it has been found that in every graph, the
coefficient ci has a threshold value and in the enterprises the
difference of threshold is great.

From Figures 14 and 15, it can be found that when
enterprise A and enterprise B play game, and when the
security risk coefficient is relatively big, both of them will
select “no participation strategy,” and with the decrease
of the security risk coefficient, enterprises tend to select
“participation strategy,” and in addition, the threshold
value of enterprise A (between 0.6 and 0.8) is bigger than
that of enterprise B (between 0.4 and 0.6). Under the
background of digitization, for the data security question
leading various risks, it will hinder enterprises from
selecting to participate collaboration innovation in
supply chain, and only when the security risk coefficient
is not big, the enterprises can select “participation
strategy.” /e threshold value of the core enterprise is
bigger than that of the common enterprises; maybe it is
because that the risk-bearing capacity of the core en-
terprise is stronger.

From Figures 16 and 17, it can be found that the game
between enterprise B and enterprise C is similar to the game
between enterprise A and enterprise B. Furthermore,
comparing Figures 15 and 17, it can be found that the
presence of core enterprise has little influence on the de-
cision of the common enterprises, and they make decision
based on their own actual situations; after all, their own risk
must be borne by themselves. But when there are core
enterprises, the common enterprises will make decision
more rapidly. It indicates the promoting and leading effect of
the core enterprises on collaborative innovation in supply
chain, and the common enterprises clearly know how the
gap between the two sides is, so they will make decisionmore
rapidly.

5.4.2e Influence of Resource Integrative Capacity Coefficient
δi on the Results of Both Game Sides Evolution. Under the
condition that the other factors will not be changed, the
influence of the change in simulation δi on the enterprises A,
B, and C selecting strategy is analyzed. When δi takes the
values of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, the evolution results shown in
Figures 18–21 are obtained, and the results of numerical
simulation verify Statement 4.

From Figures 18 and 19, it can be found that when the
enterprise B plays game with the enterprise A, both of them
will select “participation strategy,” so with the increase of
resource integration coefficient, the velocity of the proba-
bility of “participation strategy” approaching 1 becomes
higher and higher, and the core enterprises are faster than
the common enterprise. It indicates that both the two en-
terprises believe resource integration can bring forth in-
come; besides, having strong capacity, the core enterprises
make decision more rapidly. Furthermore, comparing
Figures 19 and 20, it can be found that when there are core
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Figure 13: Influence of βB on the common enterprise B.
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enterprises, the velocity with which the probability of the
common enterprises selecting “participation strategy”
approaching 1 becomes higher and higher, and it indicates

that, in the aspect of resource integration, the core enterprise
really has an obvious leading effect on the common
enterprises.
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Figure 14: Influence of cA on the core enterprise A.
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Figure 15: Influence of cB on the common enterprise B.
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Figure 16: Influence of cC on the common enterprise C.
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Figure 17: Influence of cB on the common enterprise B.
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Figure 18: Influence of δA on the core enterprise A.
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Figure 19: Influence of δB on the common enterprise B.
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5.5. 2e Influence of Trustworthiness Coefficient ε on the Re-
sults of BothGame Sides Evolution. Under the condition that
the other factors will not be changed, the influence of the
change in simulation ε on the enterprises A, B, and C

selecting strategy is analyzed. When ε takes the values of 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, the evolution results shown in
Figures 22–25 are obtained, and the results of numerical
simulation verify Statement 4.
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Figure 20: Influence of δC on the common enterprise C.
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Figure 21: Influence of δB on the common enterprise B.
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Figure 22: Influence of εAB on the enterprise A.
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Figure 23: Influence of εAB on the enterprise B.
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Figure 24: Influence of εCB on the enterprise C.
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Figure 25: Influence of εCB on enterprise B.
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From Figures 22 and 23, it can be found that when the
enterprise A plays game with the enterprise B, the velocity
with which the probability approaching 1 of enterprise A
selecting “participation strategy” is significantly higher than
that of enterprise B; additionally, comparing Figure 23 and
25, it can be found that when the enterprise B plays game
with the core enterprise A, the velocity of the probability
approaching 1 of its selecting “participation strategy” is
higher than that when it plays game with the common
enterprise C. In the same way, it indicates the leading effect
of the core enterprises.

5.6.2eInfluenceofFreeRider IncomeRi
3 on theResults ofBoth

Game Sides Evolution. Under the condition that the other
factors will not be changed, the influence of the change in
simulation Ri

3 on the enterprises A, B, and C selecting
strategy is analyzed. When Ri

3 takes the values of 4, 7, 10, and
13, the evolution results shown in Figures 26–29 are ob-
tained, and the results of numerical simulation verify
Statement 6; also, it can be found that when enterprises B
and C select the strategy, the ci coefficient has threshold
value between 4 and 7.

From Figures 26 and 27, it can be found that when the
enterprise A plays game with the enterprise B, the core
enterprise A always selects “participation strategy,” and with
the increase of free rider income, the velocity of the prob-
ability approaching 1 of the core enterprise’s participation
will become slow, and it indicates its strong unwillingness to
free rider behavior. With the increase of free rider income,
the common enterprise B will change its strategy, and only
when free rider income is not more, it will select “partici-
pation strategy.” Once free rider income reaches a certain
degree, enterprises will select “no participation strategy”;
after all, since an enterprise can obtain income without cost,
attracted by income the common enterprises will select free
rider without any hesitation.

From Figures 28 and 29, it can be found that when the
two common enterprises B and C play game, as long as free
rider income amounts to a value which exceeds the lowest
threshold value, they will select “no participation strategy.”
In addition, the velocity with which the enterprise C

approaches the selection of “no participation strategy” is
higher than that of the enterprise B, maybe it is because that
in the several aspects of capacity the enterprise C is slightly
poor and has strong tendency toward free rider for obtaining
income without paying cost. Furthermore, comparing
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Figure 26: Influence of RA
3 on the core enterprise A.
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Figure 27: Influence of RB
3 on the common enterprise B.
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Figure 28: Influence of RC
3 on the common enterprise C.
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Figure 29: Influence of RB
3 on the common enterprise B.
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Figures 27 and 29, it can be found that the presence of core
enterprise has a little influence on the threshold value for the
common enterprises making decision. /e common en-
terprises balance collaborative innovation income against
free rider income and will make decision finally. But when
the core enterprises participate in the game, the enterprise B
will make decision more rapidly, likewise, it is because that
the enterprise B can realize quickly that the core enterprise A
has significant advantage in capacity over itself, so it will
make decision soon.

6. Conclusion and Enlightenment

On the base of the analysis of the effect mechanism on
collaborative innovation in supply chain, in consideration
of the influence of both sides of game in correlative factors
such as information sharing, resource integration, and
trustworthiness on income and cost of an enterprise, this
paper builds a dynamic evolution game model of enter-
prises participating collaborative innovation to solve the
model and analyze the stability of game strategy of both
sides as well as to prove the relative statements theoret-
ically and verify them with the method of numerical
simulation.

6.1. 2e Main Research Conclusion. /e results of research
are as follows:

(1) /e increase of data sharing profit coefficient, re-
source integration coefficient, and trustworthiness
coefficient increase the probability of enterprises
participating collaborative innovation in supply
chain, and the velocity of enterprises approaching
the direction of decision becomes higher and higher.

(2) /e increase of data sharing cost coefficient, security
risk coefficient, and free rider income causes the
decrease of the probability of enterprises partici-
pating collaborative innovation in supply chain, and
the velocity of enterprises approaching the direction
of decision becomes higher and higher.

(3) /e numerical simulation shows that, for the
probability the core enterprises or the common
enterprises participating collaborative innovation in
supply chain, the income coefficient of information
sharing, the cost of information sharing, security risk
coefficient, and free rider income have threshold
values.

(4) /e core enterprises participating the game can drive
the common enterprises make decision more
quickly.

6.2. 2e Main Enlightenments. /e research in this paper
brings the following enlightenments:

6.2.1. Attach great importance to digitization construction.
Data sharing income and resource integration income are
the cardinal driving forces. /e digitization construction

in enterprises has significant effect on the promotion of
the degree of data sharing and the strength of resource
integration. It is the foundation stone of enterprises to
reinforce enterprises in comprehension of digitization
innovation as well as to cultivate and improve digitization
capacity of enterprise. Collaborative innovation in supply
chain depends on the increase of the digitization level in
every enterprise, and innovation in supply chain needs
active participation and joint promotion.

6.2.2. Play the leading role of core enterprises. /e core
enterprises in supply chain have a great advantage in the
aspects of technology, resource, and management ca-
pacity. While leading and encouraging all enterprises to
participate collaborative innovation in supply chain, the
government should pay attention to the leading effect
from the core enterprises, especially the platform enter-
prises under the background of digitization, and find out
the core enterprises to be spurred timely and then impel
the core enterprises to lead collaborative innovation in
supply chain.

6.2.3. Government gives subsidies for breaking out threshold
values. In general, a threshold value is a critical value of the
difference between the expected income and cost, which
determines the direction enterprises making decision. As the
government plays an important leading role in making
industrial policies and promoting the development of col-
laborative innovation in supply chain, in the specific analysis
of different industry, it should give some proper subsidies to
the enterprises that have the potential for innovation but still
hesitate for being perplexed with cost, so as to urge enter-
prises to breakout the boundary of threshold values and take
the strategy of participating collaborative innovation in
supply chain sooner, as a result, the efficiency of the whole
network of supply chain will be increased finally.

6.2.4. Exert the effect of data encryption technology and
protect achievement in innovation. /e free rider behavior is
disadvantageous to the trustworthiness construction and the
long-term healthy development of supply chain. /e data
encryption technology in the construction of digitization
platform should be utilized to the full, and in contract, the
permissions of the resources such as information should
rationally set in order to protect innovation patents and
achievements.

6.3. Insufficient Research. /e research of this paper has
rather more theoretical value and practical significance;
though, there are some deficiencies to be deeply researched,
for instance, not verifying the related conclusions with actual
data of enterprises and the lack of further analysis of the
specific situation of the threshold value upon enterprises
making decision and the leading effect exerted by the core
enterprises.
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